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Claimant represented by the HONORABLE EVELYN E. BROOKS,
Attorney at Law, Fayetteville, Arkansas.

Respondents represented by the HONORABLE JARROD S.
PARRISH, Attorney at Law, Little Rock, Arkansas.

Decision of Administrative Law Judge:  Affirmed and
Adopted.

OPINION AND ORDER

Claimant appeals an opinion and order of the

Administrative Law Judge filed September 3, 2014.  In

said order, the Administrative Law Judge made the

following findings of fact and conclusions of law:

1. The stipulations agreed to by the parties at
the pre-hearing conference conducted on June
4, 2014, and contained in a pre-hearing order
filed that same date, are hereby accepted as
fact.

2.   Claimant has failed to prove by a              
          preponderance of the evidence that he is       
          entitled to additional medical treatment in    
          the form of arthroscopic surgery on his left   
          knee.
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We have carefully conducted a de novo review of the

entire record herein and it is our opinion that the

Administrative Law Judge's decision is supported by a

preponderance of the credible evidence, correctly

applies the law, and should be affirmed.  Specifically,

we find from a preponderance of the evidence that the

findings of fact made by the Administrative Law Judge

are correct and they are, therefore, adopted by the Full

Commission. 

Therefore we affirm and adopt the September 3, 2014

decision of the Administrative Law Judge, including all

findings and conclusions therein, as the decision of the

Full Commission on appeal. 

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                               
A. WATSON BELL, Chairman

                               
KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood dissents.

DISSENTING OPINION

          After my de novo review of the entire record,

I must dissent from the majority opinion.  I would award
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the claimant the medical treatment recommended by his

physician.

          The claimant sustained a compensable injury on

February 8, 2011, when he slipped on ice, fracturing his

left patella. Prior to that date, he never had any

symptoms in his left knee or limitations.  In March

2011, Dr. Heim noted that the claimant had no mobility

exercises in the five weeks after his surgery, and that

he thought the immobilization was a “bad idea.”  The

physical therapist noted that the claimant had burning

pain, dull pain with “quad locking,” and knee edema, in

April 2011. Later in April, the therapist noted that the

claimant continued to have pain but also had improved

range of motion, strength and ambulation.  After surgery

and physical therapy, Dr. Heim released him to return to

work, noting that he continued to have pain at times. 

          The claimant returned to work on April 25,

2011.  The claimant left his employment with the

respondents, because he did not feel physically able to

fulfill his job duties, working with special needs

children.  He found work driving an “easy” route for

another company from September 2011 to March 2014, when

he went to work for Wal-Mart as a cashier. Dr. Heim

continued to treat the claimant for his left knee. 
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          The claimant testified that he continued to

have pain and popping in his left knee after his April

2011 release by Dr. Heim.  In January 2012, Dr. Heim

noted that the claimant was seen in regard to his left

knee: “His patella fracture looks great on x-ray and he

is really not complaining of that.  He is complaining of

some swelling in the knee and pain across the lateral

joint line and in the popliteal recess.”  He performed

an injection.  If that did not help, he planned an MRI. 

In February 2012, Dr. Heim noted that the claimant’s

pain was at the left distal quadriceps tendon insertion

and that an injection only helped a little.  After

additional physical therapy, Dr. Heim noted that the

claimant was doing better in March 2012.

          The claimant returned to Dr. Heim in February

2013 with occasional buckling of his knee.  The

diagnosis was left knee synovitis with early

osteoarthritis. Dr. Heim performed an injection.  The

claimant returned to Dr. Heim in September 2013, with

pain and a hard object directly superior to his left

patella, which was the hardware from his surgery.  The

claimant continued to experience pain and popping

between September 2013 and May 2014, which he thought

was normal for the type of injury he had.  In May 2014,
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after the claimant experienced the biggest pop his knee

had ever made, he saw Dr. Johnson.  He reported that he

had pain since the surgery, that the February 2013

steroid injection helped somewhat, and that he had pain,

popping and clicking in his left knee.  Dr. Johnson

observed genu valgum deformity, tenderness of the

lateral joint line, pain at the extreme limits of his

left knee range of motion, and a positive McMurray’s

test.  He diagnosed derangement of the left meniscus,

for which he recommended arthroscopy. Dr. Johnson noted

that this was not related to the patellar fracture.  He

stated that he had intermittent popping and worsening

pain since the injury and that “prior notes by Dr. Heim

express concern for intra-articular pathology.” 

          The requested arthroscopy was subjected to

medical review. The reviewer applied the Official

Disability Guidelines. These guidelines have been

proposed by the majority for the Commission’s adoption.

The reviewer denied the arthroscopy, relying upon the

ODG guidelines which state, for meniscectomy:

         Criteria for meniscectomy or meniscus repair    
         (Suggest 2 symptoms and 2 signs to avoid scopes 
         with lower yield, e.g. pain without other       
         symptoms, posterior joint line tenderness that  
         could just signify arthritis, MRI with          
         degenerative tear that is often false           
         positive).  Physiologically younger and more    
         active patients with traumatic injuries and     
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         mechanical symptoms (locking, blocking,         
         catching, etc.) should undergo arthroscopy      
         without PT (physical therapy”).
         1. Conservative Care: (Not required for         
         locked/blocked knee.) Exercise/Physical therapy 
         (supervised PT and/or home rehab exercises, if  
         compliance is adequate), and (Medication or     
         Activity modification [eg, crutches and/or      
         immobilizer]).  Plus,
         2. Subjective clinical findings (at least two): 
         Joint pain, or swelling, or feeling of give     
         way, or locking, clicking or popping. Plus,
         3. Objective clinical findings (at least two):  
         Positive McMurray’s sign, or joint line         
         tenderness, or effusion, or limited range of    
         motion, or locking, clicking, or popping, or    
         crepitus.  Plus,
         4. Imaging clinical findings: (Not required for 
         locked/blocked knee).  Meniscal tear on an MRI. 
         Order MRI only after above criteria are met.)

         The records and testimony indicate that the

claimant developed knee symptoms on the date of his slip

and fall, which he had never had before the accident.

The claimant had knee pain, swelling and a fractured

patella.  He testified that he had popping from the date

of the accident.  Dr. Heim noted regularly that the

claimant had pain which was not caused by the patellar

fracture, and as noted by Dr. Johnson, wondered if there

was an intra-articular pathology in play.  The ODG

criteria are met in this claim, as the claimant had a

history of conservative care of his knee including

physical therapy, home exercise and modification of his

activities, plus joint pain, swelling, buckling (feeling
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of give way), clicking and popping, plus, a positive

McMurray’s sign, joint line tenderness since at least

January 2012, effusion, limited range of motion, and

quad locking, clicking, and popping. The claimant has

almost one hundred percent of the possible symptoms, not

just the necessary two.  At a minimum, the ODG

guidelines recited by the respondents’ reviewer indicate

that the claimant should have an MRI at a minimum, and

that Dr. Johnson’s recommendations are supported by the

guidelines.

         It is clear that the claimant received adequate

treatment for the obvious injury resulting from his

fall, the patellar fracture, but that the claimant also

has intra-articular damage, for which Dr. Johnson’s

recommendations are reasonable and necessary treatment

of the compensable injury.

         I would award the claimant the recommended

arthroscopic surgery.

         For the foregoing reasons, I must respectfully

dissent from the majority opinion.

                             
PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


